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We discuss a close connection bebveen the formula of Banks, Bender, and Wu for the as-
ymptotics of the Rayleigh-Schrodinger coefficients of the two-dimensional rotationally sym-
metric anharmonic oscillator and the behavior of resonances of the hydrogen %ark problem
in teo regimes: small field {Oppenheimer's formula) and large field {where we obtain the
new results argg —~/3, I F I -o.'[&OnF) ]'I' for F, the electric field strength, going to infini-
ty). We also Announce a rigorous proof of Bender-Wu-type formulas.
u(0) =0 (m =1,2, . . .), u(x)-x"' (m =0), (4)
which is the Hamiltonian of the two-dimensional
oscillator —a+ a r'+ pr4 reduced to the subspace(f (r)e' ]'. We will let p, „)(a',P) denote the (n
+ l)th eigenvalue of (3). Using the Bender-Wu
methods, h was studied by Banks, Bender, and
Wu, ' who found, in particular, that the ground-
In this note, we wish to discuss various as-
pects of the hydrogen Stark Hamiltonian (in atom-
ic units)
H = —25 —g~ ~+I'g3,
and, in particular, the celebrated formula of Op-
penheimer' for the width, I', of the ground state
in small positive field (Z = 1),
I'= —2 ImE(E) =4F 'exp(- —,F ')[I+O(F)] (2).
We will link this closely to certain ideas devel-
oped by Bender and Wu during the past ten years'
involving the large-n behavior of the Rayleigh-
Schrodinger coefficients of the ground state of an
anharmonic oscillator. Equation (1) is connected'
to the Hamiltonian
It =-d'/dx'+ (m' ——,')x '+ nx'+Px
with the boundary conditions~
state Rayleigh-Schrodinger coefficients a„, de-
fined by
u, "&(1,P) -pa„P",
obey (n-~)
Here we will discuss three results whose techni-
cal details will appear elsewhere":
(A) The equivalence of Eqs. (2) and (6) modulo
technical conditions";
(B) a rigorous proof of formulas of Bender-Wu-
type including the one-dimensional anharmonic
oscillator, formula (6) and formula (2) (Ref. 6);
(C) an analysis of the relation between (6) and
the large Fbehavior o-f E(F) (Ref. 7); in particu-
lar, for one state that we consider here (which
is probably' the continuation of the ground state)
for E-~,
argE- —m/3+O((lnF) '),
~E~ -aE' (lnF) '+PE' '(lnlnF)
+ O(E"'(lnF) "'), (8)
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where'
0. =2 ' '=0.31498,
P = ~o = 0.83995.
As a preliminary to our discussion of these
imp. "'(I,s "0) - 8P 'exp(--'P ')[ItO(P)],
Bio
and the result of Simon" (n ~ 2),
a„=(- 1)"m 'f x " 'Imp, (l, e "x)dx.
Roughly speaking, '4 (9) is equivalent to (6). We
remark that the relation between (6) and (9) can
be played also with E so that by a result of Herbst
and Simon, "Eq. (2) implies that E(E)-QA„E'"
with
(10)
As a final preliminary, we recall the Symanzik
scaling relation for y, „(Ref. 13) which results
floDl /~A. X:
p„(X'a, X'P) = Xp, „(o,P),
and the resulting fact" that if p„(l,P) is continued
along circles! P! =const, then
The key to the connection between (1) and (3) i.s
the discovery of Titchmarsh" that by use of
squared parabolic coordinates, the equation B(
!
=E( separates into two copies of (2) so that the
points, we make several remarks. For Z, E
real, the Hamiltonian H of Eq. (1) has a purely
continuous spectrum', ' resonance energies are
defined by the method of complex scaling (dila-
tion analyticity") which has recently been extend-
ed to the hydrogen Stark problem. '" Secondly,
Eq. (6) is actually deduced' from the fact that
Fl/3/( 2E)1/2 ~ P 4Z/F&/3
Noting that a/f has a limit as E- 0, we can
identify the ground state" of hydrogen F-(Z, 0)
= —
—,
'Z' as m = n, = n, = 0. Thus,
Re(~) = O(E"'),
and therefore
Im(w') = O(Re(~)') im(~ ) = O(E"') Im(~)
= O(E) Im(wf), (16)
since r„'=O(E"') Multip. lying Eq. (14) by m and
taking imaginary parts, we find that
resonance eigenvalues F.(Z, E) are given by solu-
tions of the implicit equation"
( )(-2EF)+~ (m)(-2E, Fe ' )=4Z (13)
Using the scaling relation (11), (13) is equivalent
to
f(N/) =&,
where
f(M/)=n '[p ' '(1 ~')+p ' '(1 e " ')]
Im(mg) = Imp 0 ' (1,e "Re(E/[-2E(2, Z)]"'))+O(im(m')),
since p, ,/' (1,Re(--)) is real and the derivatives of p, ,~') with respect to P are uniformly bounded as P
-0, !argP! &-, 7/ —5." Thus, using (16) we see that
1m[42/(- 2E)"']= 1m'.")(I,s ™E/[—2~ (Z, o)]"')[1+o(F)],
so long as
Imp, ')(l, e '"[aE+O(E')])=Imp, , ' (1,e"aE)[1+O(E)] (18)
Thus, (2) is equivalent to (9).
As for point (B), we point out that in Ref. 6 a rigorous proof of (9) and also the original Bender-Wu'
formula is given. In this proof, a key role is played by a further transformation of Titchmarsh" which
relates (3) to the Schrodinger operator" obtained by replacing Fx, in (1) by Fx Aformu-la fo.r the
width is obtained in the model by a method whose first-order version is similar to the procedure of
Bender and Wu' of taking a trial wave function which is of WEB type in certain regions and "a,symptot-
ically exact"" in others. We go further than they do by obtaining a convergent expansion" allowing
control on the possible errors. Sufficient control is obtained on derivatives to justify all formal ma-
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f(e '"'u)=e'"'u '[p,„(i,e "u')+y.„(i,e '"u')]=e'"'u '[g (I., e "u') —p, „,(l, s"u')],
using the second etluality in Eq. (12). Thus if u &0 and n, =n„f will go to zero M. ore generally
analysis" of the asymptotics of p, „shows that f can only go to zero if n, =n, and u stays in the region
iargui - m/6; thus as F-~ along the real axis, iEi - ~ with
(19)
nipulations mentioned above and thus to prove (2). We note that our proof does not seem to shed any
light on the recent functional integration demonstrations"" of the Bender-Wu formula.
Finally, we turn to a study of the limit E-+~, Z fixed. As a preliminary, we note that Herbst" has
shown that for E fixed nonzero and Z =0, there are no resonances and no spectrum for the complex
scaledH. It follows that for F fixed, as Z-0, iEi —~. Thus the only solutions of (14) with f-0 have
u —0 also. At first sight it does not appear that f —0 is possible as w - 0 but if we change variables
ton=8'"'se, we see that
3 7T argE ( 0.2 (20)
This agrees with the result ~ that there are no resonances in a region (Ei —n & argE & —,'n —e; —~Ei &M )
for Z, F fixed. If we now suppose that the asymptotic formula (9), which can be written
u 'p. ,(l, e '"u') -u 'p, (l, 8"u') ™- 16iu 4 exp(- 3 u ')[1+0(u')],
extends to i argui small, then (19) implies that (14) is equivalent to
exp(-,'~ ') = &tc'[C+0(w')],
with v/6 & argse&q/2 and a nonzero constant C. Taking logarithms of (21) we find that
w
' = & log) + 6 Inw + 0(1)= 2 log) —2 ln in& + 0 (1) = —~ logF —2 ln lnF + 0(1),
(21)
which implies (7) and (8).
We close by mentioning four important ques-
tions raised by part (C) of our analysis: (1) We
have found a solution of (14) for each m, n, =n,
for P-0 (F large) and f ~ (F small). If one
takes the small-E solution and tries to increase
Il, does it go over to the large-&' solution" ?
(2) Is it possible to obtain (7),(8) without using
the Titchmarsh reduction? This is relevant to
the large-J" behavior of resonances in complex
atoms. (3) The results of Herbst" imply that for
Z, E fixed there are only finitely many resonanc-
es in any region of the E plane. Since, for I" =0,
there are infinitely many bound states one ex-
pects infinitely many resonances E„(F), which by
the above result of Herbst must have iE„(F)i-~
at n- ~. Since tv„ thus goes to zero while f (tc„)
stays finite, one would expect" that argu„- 0
which would imply that argE„(F) ——s/3 as n- ~.
Is this true'? (4) We expect that a resonance
which solves (14) for F small, n, en, will cross
enough Bender-Wu cuts" as I' is increased" so
that eventually ~, =n, . Thus, for I" large, n, =n»
there would be many solutions of (14) all with E
having the same large-E asymptotic behavior.
Can one prove this'P
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